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BRITISH AUTO CLUB OF LAS VEGAS 

British Auto Club of Las Vegas ***  Founded 1990 by Ibsen & Julie Dow  ***  www.baclv.org 

You don’t need to own an LBC (little British Car) to be a  member, just love & admire them. 
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       What’s going on under the bonnet……. 

Awards Banquent 2016                                                                 
By Sandy Lashua 

 Another Great Event!  Forty members attended this Awards        

Banquet.   The atmosphere and food were superb. The company was      

excellent.   

 Awards were presented to Brett Harris for Rookie of the year (Brett 

was not in attendance, but will be awarded his Traveling Trophy at the next 

meeting).  The Most Active Member Award was shared by Jim Shope and 

Jonas Payne.   

            Jane James was awarded the Westminster award for her work on the 

Standing Rules and By-Laws.  Margaret Sharp and Sandy Lashua were     

recognized for their work on the Website and Spanner respectively with a 

lovely bottle of wine (Party On!). Ron Couturier was mentioned for his     

continuing contributions as Technical Editor in the Spanner. 

 The 2015 Board were recognizes for their diligent works of 2015 (I 

was cautioned NOT to refer to them as the “OLD Board”).  Steve Kennedy, 

Bill Wellbaum, Al Lindahl, Jane James and Simon James were thanked and 

took their bows. They did a great job and the club made many new strides 

last year. 

 The “new” board of 2016 were introduced ~ Bill Wellbaum 

(president), Sandy Lashua (Vice President & Events Coordinator) Jim     

Oswald (Officer At Large) Jane James (Secretary) and Laurie Rosenau 

(Treasurer) are all ready to take office. 

 The “Paddle” was awarded to Andrew Lashua for his stunning      

performance of a break-down on the Nipton Run.  

 Pat Klenk set up a remarkable slide show of the events and faces of 

2015.  It was a great time had by all.      Photos of this event are on page 10. 
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             Mission Statement 
 
   The British Auto Club of Las 
Vegas consists of British Car   
owners and enthusiasts      dedi-
cated to promoting the hobby of 
British automotive sport. The Club  
promotes  Information and net-
working and revels in the social       
elements of British car        own-
ership.   
You don’t need to own an LBC 
(little British Car) to be a  mem-
ber, just love &     admire them. 
  Club members, prospective 
members and British car           
enthusiasts are encouraged to 
attend our meetings and events.   
 Membership        Meet-
ings are held at 9:AM on the last 
Sunday of each month at  Wild-
horse Golf Club, 2100 Warm 
Springs Rd.                 Hender-
son, 89014.  Any    change    in    
location    will  be noted on our 
website:  www.baclv.org    Dur-
ing our meetings, we will discuss 
events and activities, swap Lucas 
stories, exchange    advice on 
repair problems and enjoy social-
izing with one    another. 

Mail correspondence to: 
 

     BACLV 
     P. O. Box 90973 

     Henderson, NV  89009-0973 
 

 

 NEWSLETTER   INFORMATION 

We Want To Hear From YOU! 

 

Share your articles, information and ideas! Submit your article to the    
Spanner Editor by the 6th of the month.  The Editor reserves the right to 
edit anything that is submitted.  Copyrighted material will not be accepted 
without written approval from the original author.   

February 2016 

February Birthdays 

2/1  Joe Adashak  

2/1 Sandy Lashua 

2/1 Lorene Lindahl 

2/4 Beryl Masters 

2/7 Katrina Nicosia 

2/7 Gary Payne 

2/13 Clara Ogle 

2/13 Pilar Wellbaum 

2/21 Laurie Rosenau 

2/22 Hap Polk 

2/27 Joel Goldberg 

 

 

                      

 

February Anniversaries 

2/14 Payne, Pat & Gary 

2/14 Wellbaum, Bill & Pilar 

2/25 Paolozzi,      Albert & Polly 

 

 

BACLV 

       Board of Directors—2016   

  President -    Bill Wellbaum 

Wcwellbaum@cox.net 

Vice President & Events                         

Sandy Lashua                

cwlashua@aol.com 

  Secretary -  Jane James 

kiwican@embarqmail.com  

  Treasurer -  Laurie Rosenau 

imanageproperty@yahoo.com 

  Officer at Large -   Jim Oswald 

Jgreenozzie@yahoo.com 

 

       Appointed Positions—2016   

  Newsletter  Sandy Lashua 

     cwlashua@aol.com 

  Tech Editor & Liaison 

Ron Couturier                   

       Roncouturier7 8@gmail.com             

    Webmaster-  Margaret Sharp      

BACLV1990@gmail.com 
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Stag is Hit of Trans-Am Challenge Rally     Part 2 
By Terence McKillen                                                                                                                                                                                       

(Submitted by Pat Klenk with permission from Stag Publications) 

This is an article of interest to all Stag owners and will be continued over the next several months. 

Following the installation of the replacement differential, Phil and Kieron were able to rejoin the field at Elko, NV. On the 

following day’s drive to Reno, Phil reported that the Stag coped flawlessly with air temperatures of 980F in the shade and 

much higher out on the tarmac. Many of the entrants struggled with engine overheating that day. First the 240Z dropped out 

of the regularity test with fuel vaporization; then the Camaro couldn’t keep cool while tackling the steep mountain roads and 

ended up on a flat bed, to be followed by the Ford Galaxy and then the Rolls Royce as well as various Jaguars, and finally one 

of the 911s overheated, leading to an engine fire.  

Throughout all of this, the Stag maintained a steady engine temperature, never overheating, and never requiring mixture 

adjustment despite the altitude. The under-hood temperatures were so hot in some cars that the plastic dashpot on one of the 

SUs in a Volvo PV154 actually melted. What a strong recommendation for the Stag - when properly set up, no cooling issues! 

Phil and Kieron were able to successfully complete the rally but could not make up the lost time against the Porsche 911T 

of Peter and Zoe Lovett who had been chomping at their heels from the start in Halifax. The Stag finished 28th overall and 

12th in class, but was the clear star of the event in many people’s minds and as Phil is quoted on the SOC website saying, “So 

Triumph motoring history has been made. And a new chapter in Stag rallying has begun.” 

Alan and Madeline Brattesani, of Davis, CA picked up our e-mailing to western based TSC members bringing to their    

attention the Stag’s participation and performance in the Trans-Am. As they were visiting family in Eureka on the final weekend 

of the event, they undertook to go out and support the Stag team. Alan reported that he arrived at the overnight rally parking 

area in Eureka as the cars were coming in after the day’s trek from the high desert of Reno, crossing two mountain ranges, and 

traversing the very hot and dry Sacramento Central Valley. He noted that everyone was relishing the cool ocean breeze after 

the long, hot day’s drive. He reported that Phil and Kieron were more than happy to chat with them about the rules and skills  

necessary for endurance rallying, their adventures in diagnosing and replacing the differential that brought then out of overall 

first place, and how they had prepped the car for the endurance event. They also discussed the usual Stag subjects like timing 

chains, fluid leaks, overheating, and scarcity of replacement grill badges.  Alan concluded saying, “We were fascinated by what 

we learned from them.” 

In a subsequent e-mail to Chris Hansel, Carl Butler, who had provided the replacement differential commented, “I would 

like to say these guys are top-notch, true gentlemen, and a pleasure to deal with, as are ALL of the Brits that I am dealing with 

these days.” 

Once the decision was made to take the Stag on an endurance rally, Phil and Kieron spent a lot of time working out what 

preparation work to do. They spoke to various specialists, and carried out as much research as they could. Although the Stag is 

rarely seen in competitive events, they found plenty of helpful information including, to their surprise, a plan of a factory sump 

guard in the BL parts catalogue, which helped when it came to constructing their own. They also researched the preparation 

work that British Leyland’s competition department had done to the Triumph 2500 saloons that competed in the 1973 World 

Cup Rally. Some of this work included upgrading the saloon’s brakes and suspension to Stag parts, so that was good news.  

The next step was to strip some of the car down and do much of the minor preparation work themselves including        

installing the aluminum fuel tank with twin electric pumps, fitting competition seats, and installing all the necessary rally     

navigation kit. EJ Ward did all the mechanical preparation work, body work, and additional wiring. 

STAG Continued on page 4 
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Stag is Hit of Trans-Am Challenge Rally     Continued from page 3 

 

 

Engine - for the rally they wanted to keep the engine virtually 

standard but it was meticulously re-built by John Ward. Stainless 

steel valves and new Zircotec coated manifolds were the only 

changes made in the engine bay.  

Suspension – knowing that ground clearance might be an issue, 

and wanting to ensure clearance was maximized without         

upsetting the handling, new stiffer and slightly longer springs 

were installed and EJ Ward supplied Gaz shocks. According to 

Phil, “the final set up was a delight, retaining the supple,         

comfortable ride, but with less roll than the standard set up, and sufficient ground clearance to keep us out of trouble”. 

Being able to consistently beat competition prepared Porsche 911s and the race-prepared Aston Martin DB5 on the       

tarmac circuits confirmed the Stag’s well-balanced handling hadn’t been compromised and “the car also performed       

superbly on rough gravel, absorbing the ruts and pot holes with ease.” 

Body - the main focus on the body was additional strengthening. Mick Ward carefully seam welded much of the shell 

and strengthened areas such as the strut towers and rear chassis legs. Experience had also taught that additional tubular 

jacking points in the sills is very helpful for quick and easy jacking without the need to carry a heavy trolley jack. They also 

took the opportunity to run the fuel and brake lines inside the car to reduce the risk of damage, and moved the battery to 

the boot so it was less prone to damage. 

Transmission - the manual gearbox with overdrive and differential are all entirely standard. John Ward rebuilt the 

gearbox with new bearings and the overdrive was bench tested. The differential nose housing was also strengthened.  

Prop and drive shafts - Mick Ward recommended his uprated and stronger Rilsan-coated driveshafts with heavy duty, 

larger diameter universal joints. These completely eliminated the Stag’s “twitch”. Some lighter-weight and stronger      

Proptech splined aluminum hubs were fitted which have the advantage of larger bearings.  

Cooling system – Phil commented, “We knew we would face very high temperatures and indeed we faced some hill 

climb sections in temperatures of over 100 degrees. Negotiating steep uphill hairpins at full throttle and 6500 rpm is      

difficult enough without having to worry about watching 

the temperature gauge.” The car had previously been 

fitted with an aluminium radiator to which was added a 

Kenlowe electric fan and EJ Ward supplied a very neat 

aluminium header tank. A row of louvers were added to 

both sides of the bonnet and the Zircotec coated exhaust 

manifolds helped lower engine-bay temperatures. The car 

ran with Evans waterless coolant and, despite the high 

temperatures in the Nevada desert, there were no cooling 

issues. 

Part 3 continued next month! 
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25th Annual Rio Grande Regional Rendezvous 
Las Cruces, NM  by Rex Funk 

 

During the 25 years the British Automobile Owners Association of Albuquerque  have 

been putting on the Rendezvous, the event has rotated to many venues around New Mexico.  

Santa Fe, Taos, Farmington, Chama, Ruidoso, Carlsbad, Silver City, and Gallup have all been 

Rendezvous sites.  This year Las Cruces was chosen as the site of the 25th Rendezvous.   

 

I have attended 8 previous Rendezvous, and didn’t want to miss this one.  My Alpine had just 

received an engine rebuild, and I was anxious to give it a   

shakedown cruise.  I left from Bullhead City, and planned to 

spend a couple of days visiting my Mother in Cottonwood, AZ 

before driving to Las Cruces.  This gave me a chance to do 

some nice stretches of the “Mother Road” on the way.  I picked 

up Rt. 66 a little before Oatman, and got a couple of mug shots 

with my furry friends who walk the streets there. 

 

 

Other photo ops. were found along the way at Cool Springs, the 

Road Kill Cafe in Seligman,  and Grand Canyon Caverns, where 

they have created a replica of “Radiator Springs” from the movie 

“Cars”. 

 

In a fit of nostalgia, the locals have put up Burma Shave Signs 

with witty gems like:  “30 days has September, April, June, and 

the speed offender”; and “Cattle crossing, please drive slow, 

that old bull, is someones’ beau”. 

 

In Jerome, city of Artists, someone had decorated this XK8,    

apparently with finger paint.  No accounting for taste. 

 

Arriving at Las Cruces after an 850 mile trip, I found about 35 

LBCs in the parking lot of the Hotel Encanto de Las Cruces.  

The field was heavy on TRs, but with a good collection of other 

marques like Jaguar, MG, Austin Healey, TVR, Jenson Healey, 

and Rolls Royce.  There was also a Lotus 11 replica by        

Westfield.  Mine was the lone Sunbeam.   

Continued on Page 9 
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 DID YOU KNOW…..       

The E-Type Jaguar was based on the D-Type Lemans     

racing machine. The E-Type was introduced at the 1961   

Geneva Motor show.  The original engine was a 3.8 liter 

DOHC inline 6 rated at 265 HP.  The car was reputed to 

have a top speed of 150 MPH.  Later independent tests 

proved this claim to be fairly accurate.                                                                                                                                              

          AJL 

NEWSLETTER / WEBSITE                                 

ADVERTISING RATES 

     The BACLV has a website online at  

www.baclv.org.  This site typically attracts 

over a 1000 visitors weekly.   Please  submit 

a photo along with your text for each                    

classified ad.  All ads, classified and display, 

will be placed both on the website and in the           

newsletter.   Display ads on the website can 

be linked to the  advertiser’s website.  Our 

low rates: 

Business card size :  $75. per year,                        

1/4 page $100.  per year,                                           

1/2 page $150.  per year.    

NO FULL PAGE ADS. 

Members may place a personal ad free of 

charge for one year per ad.  

 

We can also be contacted by Email at:    

Baclv1990@gmail.com.  
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http://www.baclv.org/
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Presidents Message 

I bought our TR-6 in 1994 from some cowboy in New Braunfels, Texas.  He had the 

car bare-metal painted in 1989 but left the rest of the car pretty much as it came 

from the plant in 1975.  All I did to the car between then and 1996, when we moved 

to Las Vegas, was to purchase new tires.   

     Fast forward to 2 weeks ago when I took part of a Christmas bonus and           

purchased new tires for it.  Do the math—the tires were more than 20 years old.  The 

Discount Tire guys pulled me into the shop and told me to try to poke my thumb nail 

into one of the takeoffs.  No way could I make an indention in those old timers.  I was      

pretty chuffed driving home on new rubber—what a smooth, confident ride.  It was an  

amazing  difference and I was really elated about the purchase until I pulled into the drive and no- ticed only 

one headlight was working.  So I ordered two new halogens and installed them a week or two ago.  So we have 

new headlights to show us the way and new tires that will get us home again. 

     Mechanically, the car has been bullet proof—up until the ride back from Valley of Fire in the summer—when it 

caught a cold.  The Triumph got us home—but just.  Seems it had come down with one of those obscure maladies 

common to seldom-driven vintage British cars.  The front float bowl vent had become clogged and the car would 

only run for a few minutes until it would drop down to the 3 rear cylinders. It took me three months poking and  

prodding to discover the nature of the problem and imagine this—a cotton swab soaked in carb cleaner was all it 

took to make the engine happy again.  Fair to say that without the advice of Jonas, Jim Shope, Steve Kennedy, 

and Bill Goodman I might never have figured out the problem.  (A great benefit of BAC membership, by the way) 

     So, where am I heading with all this rambling on.  I think that our TR has never been more ready to take part in 
the numerous driving events the Events Committee is putting together.  And I am more convinced that it will get us 
to and from whatever the destination—no excuses.  So I urge everyone to take advantage of this miserable    
weather to give your cars a once over and get them ready for what is coming your way—a great schedule of BAC 
driving events for 2016.                                                                                                        Bill Wellbaum 

Jan 16 
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The BACLV Uses Aim High   Marketing   

Solutions to print the Spanner. 

 

In The Know with Dick Rowe                                                     

What international event was the impetus to create the Mini?                                   

                                                  The Answer:  The Mini may have never been built if it 
hadn't been for the Suez Crisis in 1956. England found itself in the middle of rationing gasoline (Petrol) 
which allowed the average Brit to purchase only 6 to 10 gallons  per month. They could no longer drive 
their Rolls or Bentleys. So Leonard Lord gave the go ahead to produce the Mini.  
 

Next Months Question: 

Many of you are aware that Cecil Kimber was the General Manager of Morris Motors in Oxford. He was 
behind the building of the first real MG. The question for this month is:  How did his career end? 

 

Send your questions to Dick Rowe at sandhurst2267@cox.net 
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Continued from page 5 

Rio Grande Regional Rendezvous 

 

 

The weekend included a rally, banquet, and a Sunday  morn-

ing car show.  A slide show featuring 25 years of              

Rendezvous was enjoyed by all.  The distance award went to 

a member of the Southern Calif. delegation of TR 6 drivers (3 

cars) who happened to live a few miles further than the      

others. 

The car show included a number of classes, as well as a 

Concours judged class.  That was won by an immaculate 

XK140 from Las Cruces that looked like it had just emerged 

from a time capsule. 

I was assigned to the “Various” class along with the TVR 

Vixen, A Morgan +4, a Jenson Healey, and some classic 

Minis.  My Alpine won First Place in that class, and I         

received a very nice award done by tile artist Ace Fry.  Not 

bad for a car that logged over 2000 miles for the trip.  The 

awards are stunning, and, alone, are worth the trip.  The car 

ran great all trip, cruising at 70-75 on the interstate.  The  

only problem I encountered was brake fluid getting into the 

vacuum chamber of my brake servo.  It was a slow leak, so I 

was able to just add a little fluid.  Later, I had 2 more sleeves 

put in by Apple Hydraulics & rebuilt it. 

 

If you’re looking for a fun Fall event combined with a Rt. 66 

run, consider attending the next RGVRR in New Mexico in 

mid October.  You’ll meet a great bunch of LBC owners,    

enjoy the drives, banquet and show, and possibly score a 

nice award.  The BAOA will be selecting a venue for next 

year, and you can get details at their website at 

www.nmia.com/~bsavage/baoa, or just enter BAOA on your 

search engine.   

 

 

 

 

Happy trails.   Rex 

Funk…. 

http://www.nmia.com/~bsavage/baoa
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Editors Notes…….Sandy Lashua Spanner Editor 

 Rex Funk wrote an amazing article (on page 5) about his travels to Las Cruces, New 

Mexico.  Rex has put together a run to Oatman, Kingman and part of Rt. 66.  This should be 

an exciting run, a time to “stretch out (LBC) legs” and see some sights that we have not visit-

ed in some time. More info to come. 

 Watch for the announcements on e-mail and the website for more information on this 

exciting run. Also events like the Highland Games, Mothers Day Brunch and  

Jared Caruthers run to Kingman. 

    

Awards Banquet continued from page 1 

 

Top row, L~R: Pat Klenk programming slide show, Lorene and Laurie  at the check-in table;                        Ken 
Masters  wearing his very British Socks.                                                                                                                                                                      

Middle Row: Lorene Keeping it clean after the unwrapping,  Group photo with coveted prizes.                                                                     

Bottom Row: Bill Goodman offering his prize pick to Pat Seminatore, The Buffet table, Jim Shope in his traditional 
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March 2016 Events Schedule 

 

Board Meeting 2nd Wednesday 6:30pm venue TBA 

 

St. Patricks Day Rally Hosts: Bill Wellbaum & 
Pat Klenk   DTF 

 

General Membership Meeting  Wildhorse Golf Club 

February 2016 Events Schedule 

 

Board Meeting, 2nd Wednesday 6:30  Venue TBA 

 

14th, Sweetheart Brunch  11am , Market Grill 

Café, Please RSVP to Laurie Rosenau by 2/10.  

See back page for info. 

20th Run to Oatman, Rt. 66 & Kingman DTF 

General Membership Meeting  Wildhorse Golf 

Club 

 

 

 

            Gavin Pepper   

702.205.2583 

gavintherealtor@gmail.com 

REALTOR® NV License # 175765 

BACLV member 

If you’re thinking about buying or  

selling, call me for a free competitive  

market analysis. 

Referrals are greatly appreciated. 

PLEASE NOTE:  Events schedules are posted  one to two months in advance.                                              

Events, dates, times or locations are subject to change.                                                                                       

Contact Sandy Lashua Events Chairman at:    cwlashua@aol.com 

Cut along the dotted lines and post in a convenient position 
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http://www.gavinpepper.realtor/
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 British Auto Club of Las Vegas 

 P. O. Box 90973 

 Henderson,  NV  89009 
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Sweetheart Luncheon 

February 14, 2016  11am  $25/per person 

 

Market Grill Café 

Montecito Market Place 7070 N. Durango Dr. LV  89149 

Please RSVP Laurie Rosenau before Feb. 10th. 

Pay on PayPal   (BACLV.org) or                                                                                           

send checks to                                                                                     
BACLV  (Sweetheart)                                                                           

P.O.B 90973                                                                                    

Henderson, NV  89009 


